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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RVD1 Prince Regent DLR station upgrades Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Enhancements to upper level of Prince Regent station to improve 
flow of passengers through station and improve passenger 
comfort. This will help relieve pressure on Custom House DLR 
Station. 

Benefits
Enhancements of quality and capacity will allow Prince Regent 
station to cope with growing demand and improve the flow of 
people and passenger experience at the station. Quality services 
at ExCeL are especially important for positioning the area with 
visitors, businesses and investors.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2024-28 £4,000,000 £4,000,000 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal Docks Transport 
Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Victoria Dock
Package G. ExCeL East: Phase 3 (2024-37)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RVD2 High quality transport interchange at Custom House (user experience) Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Creation of a world class interchange at Custom House station between 
the DLR, Crossrail, buses and the local area.  Includes development of the 
station environment, bus standing and local connectivity schemes for 
urban realm, walking and cycling. The new station entrance is on the 
western corner of Freemasons Road and Victoria Dock Road, on the site 
of the former Barge public house and will provide the entrance to both 
the Crossrail and DLR platforms. This investment is focused heavily on 
user experience and will be used to fund high-quality public realm at the 
station and wayfinding infrastructure. 

Benefits
Investment is aimed at creating a transport gateway at Custom House for
the Royal Docks and ensuring there is good legibility of onward travel 
solutions. It is widely understood that the quality of station environment 
is central to people’s overall perception of an area therefore a high-
quality station can improve the image and “sense of arrival” at the 
location it serves. This is aimed at making the Royal Docks an attractive 
place to live, work and invest in.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18, 2019-23 £4,500,000 £1,500,000 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815; Crossrail
website (http://www.crossrail.co.uk/route/stations/custom-house/); TfL Royal Docks Outcome Plan 2015.

Royal Victoria Dock
Package A1. Royal Victoria Dock: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RVD3 High quality transport interchange at Custom House (capacity) Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
Capacity measures at Custom House dependent on the outcome of 
LEGION modelling, including for ExCeL event days.  Early results show 
Custom House cannot cope with demand if the train service is not 
improved (i.e. without additional rolling stock capacity) even on a non-
event day.  ABP s106 providing £6.2 million; remainder funded by TfL.

Benefits
Capacity improvements will be necessary for Custom House to manage 
the increased flow of passengers between Crossrail, DLR, bus, taxi 
services, walking and cycling. Without increased capacity, the DLR service 
will not cope with the increased demand, and the improvements are 
necessary to allow for the longer DLR trains that will be required. This will 
also help relieve pressure on Custom House DLR Station.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £15,300,000 £0 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815. 

Royal Victoria Dock
Package A1. Royal Victoria Dock: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RVD4 Western Lock: new Thames Clipper Pier Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
Additional pier at western end of the Opportunity Area (TfL,2014)  
to support the use of river services east of the Isle of Dogs.

Benefits
Benefits would primarily be transport-related including more use 
of the river for passenger and freight services. A Thames Clipper 
pier at this location would provide a direct route for local 
residents to North Greenwich, Canary Wharf, London Bridge and 
Waterloo employment centres, in addition it could be seen as an 
attractive way for residents in these locations to commute to the 
Royal Docks. The Thames Clipper is also used by significant 
numbers of leisure travellers and therefore this could help 
increase demand for the leisure and entertainment activities in 
Royal Victoria and Silvertown.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2024-28 £2,000,000 £2,000,000 N/A

Source
Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014); Royal Docks Development Strategy: 
Strategic Report (RoDMA,2012). Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 
240915. 

Royal Victoria Dock
Package F4 (2024-37)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RV5 Royal Victoria DLR station upgrades Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
Short canopies at Royal Victoria cause passengers to concentrate at one 
end of the platform during poor weather,leading to delays when trains 
arrive as the rear of the train becomes severely crowded. Extending the 
canopy to full length along with other ambience improvements at the 
station will improve customer satisfaction and railway performance in the 
face of increasing passenger numbers.

Benefits
Station upgrades will improve the quality of the station, and added 
canopies will help reduce the impact of inclement weather on 
passengers. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £1,300,000 £500,000
N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815. Funding is in 
TfL Business Plan.

Royal Victoria Dock
Package A1. Royal Victoria Dock: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RVD6 New DLR station at Thames Wharf Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
The London City Airport Extension of DLR was constructed with 
passive provision for an additional station at Thames Wharf to 
support development there. The station would need to be 
delivered as part of the development at Thames Wharf.

Benefits
A new station at Thames Wharf will improve both connectivity for 
residents of the Thames Wharf development, and will improve 
access to the Thames river path for visitors and residents of the 
Royal Docks alike. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2024-28 £18,000,000 £18,000,000 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client consideration raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Victoria Dock
Package F4 (2024-37)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

S1 New bus stop/standing facilities at West Silvertown Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
This project forms part of the development proposals at Royal 
Wharf and Silvertown Quays in order to allow buses to serve the 
new developments. To be delivered in line with development 
along North Woolwich Road.

Benefits
Additional bus stop facilities are required for the increased 
frequency of bus services in West Silvertown. Increased bus 
frequency and more stops both generates demand for bus 
services and will have journey time saving benefits.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £1,200,000 £1,020,000 N/A

Source
Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815. Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. 

Silvertown
Package B1. Silvertown: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

S2 North Woolwich Road: public realm, walking and cycling improvements Permeable Capital investment 5.62

Description
The aim is to improve the quality of the environment for 
pedestrians and cyclists on the North Woolwich road, whilst 
safeguarding capacity for cars and buses.
This is in addition to the Royal Docks-wide Streetscape delivery 
budget (RDW15).

Benefits
The project will improve the permeability of the North Woolwich 
road for pedestrians and cyclists, currently a fairly hostile 
environment for all except car and bus traffic. This route will 
become the main artery that will need to be accessed by local 
residents in new housing developments at Royal Wharf and 
Thames Wharf to access facilities at Silvertown Quays and this 
project will enable these movements and ensure a higher quality 
public realm.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £10,000,000 £8,500,000 Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming 
the Health Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money 
estimates from studies and investment in walking and cycling. Indicative 
BCR is 5.62.

Source
Project from: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014); Royal Docks: Local Transport Design 
Guidance (TfL,2015,p. 12); Client priority raised at  TfL workshop 090815. Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 
270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. 

Silvertown
Package B1. Silvertown: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

S3 Pontoon Dock DLR station upgrades Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
Station capacity enhancements to support increase in passenger 
numbers and vertical capacity. This is planned to include new escalators 
at the eastern end of the station, concourse improvements and glazing of 
the eastern staircases. These improvements are needed from 2018.

Benefits
Planned residential and commercial developments in West Silvertown
will lead to a significant increase in the daily usage patterns at Pontoon 
Dock DLR station. These capacity improvements will support these 
increases in demand.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £11,000,000 £6,400,000
N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Silvertown
Package B2. Silvertown, Pontoon Dock DLR and Barrier Park: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

S4 Royal Victoria Dock Bridge Permeable Capital investment 5.62

Description
This project is for a planned new bridge between Custom 
House/ExCeL to Silvertown Quays, primarily to service the 
Silvertown Quays development. This will replace the existing 
Royal Victoria Dock Bridge which is not considered to be either 
pedestrian or cyclist-friendly, predominantly due to its height and 
poor accessibility.

Benefits
The bridge will address the ongoing problems with north-south 
severance across the dock water, linking Silvertown Quays directly 
to Custom House. It will create a continuous pedestrian and cycle 
link around the western edge of the Royal Docks. The bridge is 
planned to incorporate active uses and be of iconic design, 
significantly boosting the profile of the area.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £20,000,000 £0
Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming the Health 
Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies and 
investment in walking and cycling.Source

Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014); Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815; cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. 

Silvertown
Package B1. Silvertown: Phase 1 (2016-18); and 
Package A1. Royal Victoria: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

S5 Converting Airport and North Woolwich Roundabouts into junctions. Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Converting these roundabouts into junctions.

Benefits
Converting these roundabouts into junctions will facilitate better traffic 
management with increased traffic columes and will improve pedestrian 
and cycle connectivity. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £1,400,000 £800,000 N/A

Source
Project: Client priority raised at  TfL workshop 090815. Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet 
with LBN confirmation 240915. 

Silvertown
Package B1. Silvertown: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

S6 Additional buses for increased frequency and capacity Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Additional buses on North Woolwich Rd bus route, to increase 
capacity and support higher densities at Silvertown Quays and 
Royal Wharf. Provision of new / improved bus stands will be 
funded by developers (SQ1).

Benefits
Increased bus frequency will help the area cope with rising 
demand for public transport from workers, residents and visitors. 
It will also improve connectivity from West Silvertown to areas 
around and beyond the Royal Docks. Increased bus frequency 
improves system reliability and customer satisfaction. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £4,400,000 £0 N/A

Source
Project source: Priority raised by client at TfL workshop 090815. Cost received from TfL. Dependent on trip 
generation for each development. 4 buses at £220k per annum and for 5 years pump priming.

Silvertown
Package B1. Silvertown Quays: From Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAD1 New bus stop and stand facilities at Royal Albert Dock Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
This project forms part of the ABP development proposal and 
enables new bus services for the development. This is proposed to 
be delivered for Phase 1 of ABP.

Benefits
Additional bus stop facilities are required for the increased 
frequency of bus services in Royal Albert Dock. This is crucial in 
delivering the accessibility needed for the ABP development.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £2,000,000 £0 N/A

Source
Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815; DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Cost from ABP draft section 
106 agreement. 

Royal Albert Dock 
Package C1. Royal Albert East to Beckton: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAD2 Bus frequency enhancements to support development densities Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
This project is to fund bus frequency enhancements at Royal 
Albert Dock to enable improved access from the residential 
communities in the borough to employment and leisure facilities. 

Benefits
Increased bus frequency will help the area cope with rising 
demand for public transport from workers, residents and visitors. 
It will also improve connectivity from RAD to areas around and 
beyond the Royal Docks. Increased bus frequency improves 
system reliability and customer satisfaction. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £4,400,000 £0 N/A

Source
Project source: Priority raised by client at TfL workshop 090815. Cost received from TfL. Dependent 
on trip generation for each development. 4 buses at £220k per annum and for 5 years pump priming.

Royal Albert Dock
Package C1. Royal Albert East to Beckton: From Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAD3 Pedestrian and cycle connections: improvements between Royal Albert Dock 
and Beckton

Permeable Capital investment 5.62

Description
A new shared pedestrian and cycle bridge between Beckton District Park 
and the Royal Albert Dock via Beckton Park station will help local 
residents access local assets on both sides of the A112. In a second phase 
(2019-2023) a package of improvements to the walking and cycling routes 
through Beckton District Park,  leading up to Beckton local centre, and the 
new A13 connection (see A13 Boundary Lane bridge) will ensure 
integrated walking and cycling routes through the borough.

Benefits
Pedestrian and cycle links will link Royal Albert Dock to Beckton, enabling 
and encouraging residents and workers to move between the two areas 
by reducing travel time and improving quality and safety of the 
experience. The connections will also encourage residents in Beckton to 
visit Royal Albert Dock for retail and leisure activities to increase footfall 
and activity in the area from an early stage in the development. Lastly, 
the links will create a more resilient travel network for people travelling 
to/from Beckton if the DLR is not in operation, delayed or at capacity. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £200,000 £200,000 Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming the Health 
Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies and 
investment in walking and cycling.Source

Project source: Newham's Core Strategy: Adopted Version (LBN,2012); Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815. Cost estimate based on Royal Docks: Local Transport Design Guidance (TfL,2015,p. 12);

Royal Albert Dock
Package C1. Royal Albert East to Beckton: Starts Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAD4 Beckton Park DLR station upgrades Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
This project includes improvements to Beckton Park by 2017, 
including alterations to the stairs and ramps, longer canopies, 
more station facilities (including more Oyster validators),and 
other cosmetic improvements.  These improvements would be 
needed from 2017. 

Benefits
Initial improvements to Beckton Park DLR will unlock 
development at the ABP site in Phase 1. These initial 
improvements will be necessary to give developers the 
confidence in the quality of place and transport services required 
for tenants to take on space in Phase 1.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £4,200,000 £0 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815. Funding from 
ABP infrastructure delivery agreement (100%).

Royal Albert Dock
Package C1. Royal Albert East to Beckton: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAD5 Royal Albert DLR station upgrades Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
A comprehensive upgrade of Royal Albert by 2020, with full-
length platforms,  escalators and new lifts to each platform, 
additional platform works, longer canopies, and more station 
facilities (including more Oyster validators). A first phase of 
improvements to stairs is planned to be complete by 2023. 
Further upgrades to lifts and escalators are to be delivered by 
2028. 

Benefits
These improvements will enable the development at Royal Albert 
Dock and ensure the station has the capacity and station facilities 
to cater to the large numbers of new workers and residents in the 
ABP development. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23,2024-28 £16,150,000 £7,250,000 N/A

Source
Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815. Costs from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915 and ABP draft 
section 106 agreement.

Royal Albert Dock
Package C2. Royal Albert West to LCA: From Phase 2 (2019-28)
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North Woolwich 
Package E1. North Woolwich: From Phase 1 (2016-18, 2019-2023)

Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

NW1 North Woolwich regeneration programme Prosperous Investment 
programme 3

Description
To revitalise North Woolwich and provide a comprehensive 
package of interventions that support the prosperity of the local 
community.

Benefits
High streets are essential to the daily life of residential 
communities. Revitalisation projects are important to ensure that 
existing residential communities prosper from the  economic 
benefits of the major developments nearby. Pier Parade has 
already had some public realm investments in recent history - this 
budget would be to support these investments and make any 
necessary upgrades in addition to a more holistic regeneration 
programme for the area.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £500,000 £500,000 DCLG, Valuing the Benefits of Regeneration "Neighbourhood 
Renewal."

Source
Client Workshop 101215, cost was noted at £500k by GLA Housing and Land team. GLA to reply with 
costs of other high-street based regeneration programmes.
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAB1 New bus link through Royal Albert Basin and Gallions Reach Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
New direct connection between Armada Way and Atlantis Avenue 
/ Magellan Boulevard (which will be part delivered as part of 
Great Eastern Quays scheme) to allow buses to better serve the 
district.  This will need to be considered alongside the river 
crossings package and relevant access routes. 

Benefits
A new bus route through Royal Albert Basin and Gallions Reach 
will support demand for the district's development. It will also 
improve connectivity from RAB to areas around and beyond the 
Royal Docks, including Gallions Reach Retail Park and Beckton
local centre. Main benefits are likely to be journey time savings 
and overcoming severance.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Albert Basin
Package D. Royal Albert Basin: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAB2 Gallions Reach DLR station upgrades Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
Platform Extension and associated works in order that full length 
trains can operate at station (currently requires selective door 
opening). The commercial and residential development at Royal 
Albert Basin will increase demand at Gallions Reach Station. The 
additional cars required to serve Gallions Reach and the other DLR 
stations on the line will require longer platforms to ensure safe 
and efficient boarding and disembarking from the DLR, especially 
during peak hours.

Benefits
Benefits will predominantly be higher passenger capacities at the 
station.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £9,000,000 £9,000,000 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Albert Basin
Package D. Royal Albert Basin: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RAB3 Additional bus standing space at Gallions Reach Retail Park Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Additional stand space would be required to enable further bus 
routes to terminate here and support improved connections 
between Gallions Reach Retail Park and the rest of the borough.

Benefits
Additional bus stop facilities are required for the increased 
frequency of bus services in the area. The main benefits will be 
increased capacity on the bus network for this area.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-2023 £500,000 £0 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Albert Basin
Package D. Royal Albert Basin: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW01 Beckton Depot: enhancements to capacity Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
To support full-length DLR rail cars which are necessary for 
passenger increases, and includes depot enhancements to aid a 
reliable, high frequency morning service. This would need to be 
complete by 2020 for the delivery of new rail cars.

Benefits
This depot will be essential for delivering a higher frequency 
service on the DLR, especially for the morning peak. The main 
benefit will be journey-time savings and supporting increased 
capacity.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £46,500,000 £0 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Docks – wide
Package H2. DLR service improvement: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW02 DLR rolling stock procurement Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
Procurement of 30 new DLR Rail cars for the network to support 
increase in passenger demand.  Ten trains for 15tph peak 
frequency, full-length on Beckton & Woolwich lines by 2022.

Benefits
Doubling frequency on the Beckton and Woolwich lines. Main 
benefit will be journey-time savings and additional capacity.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £73,000,000 £0 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815;
'Fit for the Future: Our plan for modernising London Underground, London Overground, Trams and the DLR (TfL
investment plan).

Royal Docks – wide
Package H2. DLR service improvement: Phase 2 (2019-23
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW03 Royal Docks business incentives programme Competitive Investment programme 6-9.3

Description
Annual budget for a package of business incentives which could include 
one-off grants for infrastructure costs, annual competitions and start-up 
grants. This could be similar to the Sheffield City Region LEP programme 
"Unlocking Business Investment" which was a £32 million programme 
selected on a competitive basis by the Government's Regional Growth 
Fund Ministerial Panel. Purpose was to unlock direct business investment 
and facilitate sustainable, private sector employment in the Sheffield City 
Region. This funding programme has delivered approx £200m direct 
business investment and 3,000 new jobs (cost per job of £10,700). A 
similar budget could be proposed in the Royal Docks, over the first two 
phases of the Enterprise Zone, to stimulate business investment and job 
creation.

Benefits
Get business into the Royal Docks, catalysing further commercial 
development. Generate a place of experience and leading-edge 
innovation capable of  attract an active and creative community through 
working space which will encourage collaborations and the 'destination' 
character of the district. Improve competitiveness of the Royal Docks in 
relation to other major regeneration schemes in London.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £32,000,000 £32,000,000 DCLG, Valuing the Benefits of Regeneration "General Business Support" 
and "Start-up and spin-outs."

Source

Royal Docks – wide
Investment Programmes: Phases 1 & 2 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW04 Workplace contributions Prosperous Investment programme 1.04-2.2

Description
To provide employment placement services and skills and employment 
training services for Newham residents to give them the best opportunity 
to secure jobs in the Royal Docks. 

Benefits
Ensure private-sector developments are well integrated with local 
communities and existing workplaces; engaging and supporting 
businesses and employment in the area for entry-level and low-skilled 
jobs. Ensure that local residents can overcome barriers to entry into the 
local labour market. In line with Newham convergence objectives.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

All phases £15,011,439 £0 DCLG, Valuing the Benefits of Regeneration "Tackling Worklessness" and 
"Skills and Training"

Source
S106 and other developer contributions towards Newham Workplace; Phasing according to S106 obligations 
information provided by client team. Newham Workplace Interviews; The average unit cost per job placement for 
Workplace in 2014/15 was £1,420. The average cost for a similar service ranges from £2,600 to £13,000.

Royal Docks – wide
Investment Programmes: All phases (2016-37)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW05 Workplace Plus Prosperous Investment programme 1.04-2.2

Description
To provide a ramp-up in Workplace operations based on the higher-
skilled jobs and skills required for the new developments. Newham set 
the goal for 60% of employment in the Enterprise Zone to be from 
Newham residents. This cost represents a higher Workplace cost per job 
(to reflect higher needs for higher-skilled jobs) for 60% of the jobs across 
the new developments.

Benefits
This programme will ensure private-sector job opportunities are well 
integrated with local communities and existing workplaces; engaging and 
supporting businesses and employment in the area for entry-level and 
low-skilled jobs. Ensure that local residents can overcome barriers to 
entry into the local labour market. In line with Newham convergence 
objectives.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

All phases £52,000,000 £52,000,000 DCLG, Valuing the Benefits of Regeneration "Tackling Worklessness" and 
"Skills and Training"

Source
Number and phasing of jobs based on LUTE. LB Newham's goal of 60% of all Entreprise Zone jobs to go to 
Newham residents used. Cost per jobs filled of £3000 confirmed as reasonable estimate and based on SFA and 
ESF programmes precedents. Workplace Plus cost is Total Cost is minus commitments from developers; The 
average unit cost per job placement for Workplace in 2014/15 was £1,420. The average cost for a similar service 
ranges from £2,600 to £13,000.

Royal Docks – wide
Investment Programmes: All phases (2016-37)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW06 Royal Docks arts and culture commissioning package Distinctive Commission N/A

Description
Budget for commissioning a Royal Docks Arts and Culture feasibility study 
and business case to define arts and cultural opportunities in the Royal 
Docks, prepare an options analysis and undertake a business case on 
preferred options. Indicative budget for this study is £200,000.

Benefits
To improve distinctiveness of the Royal Docks by securing a holistic 
approach to arts and culture commissioning and undertake an evidence-
based options analysis.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-2018, 2019-2023 £200,000 £200,000 N/A

Source
Cost from Workshop 2 with client group (10-12-2015)

Royal Docks – wide
Commissions: From Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW07 Royal Docks major artistic and cultural projects Distinctive Capital investment N/A

Description
This is to enable a ring-fenced capital budget for major artistic and 
cultural projects with a "visitor attraction" objective. Art works would be 
designed to encourage and accompany movement throughout the 
districts, with a combination of both permanent and temporary 
installations. Alternatively, the budget could be applied to major site-
specific artistic and cultural installations.

Benefits
Public art facilitates engagement with the public realm and can act as an 
attraction in itself. The Royal Docks are typified by a lot of open space 
around the dock water and sight lines could be dramatically improved 
with investments in public art.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £20,000,000 £20,000,000 N/A

Source
Budget based on major public art commissions such as Arcelor Mittal Orbit (cost £22.7m) and  Cloud Gate 
sculpture at Millennium Park in Chicago ($23m).

Royal Docks – wide
All Packages (excl. F and H): From Phase 1 (2016-2023)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW08 Royal Docks arts and culture capital delivery budget Distinctive Capital investment N/A

Description
Annual budget for arts and culture to be based on 1% of development 
value over lifetime of Enterprise Zone and to implement the priorities of 
the GLA Cultural Vision. This is a capital budget, distinct from the arts and 
culture stream revenue spend. This budget is primarily to be focused on 
improving the artistic, cultural and design quality of the Royal Docks. See 
"Royal Docks major artistic and cultural projects" for projects focused on 
visitor attractions.

Benefits
To improve distinctiveness of the Royal Docks by securing an annual 
budget to be used to ensure that there is a high-quality design and artistic 
element contained within infrastructure provision

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

All phases £31,000,000 £31,000,000 N/A

Source
1% of development value (£2.5BN) over the lifetime of the Enterprise Zone plus £600m of infrastructure 
investment.

Royal Docks – wide
All Packages (excl. F and H): All phases (2016-37)
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Connectors
Packages F1 to F4: Phases 1, 2 and 3 (2016-18, 2019-23, 2024-28)

Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW09 Bridge network to connect the Royal Docks to Tower Hamlets Connected Capital investment 5.62

Description
Network of bridges, including the 'DLR bridge‘ (a) in  2016-18 East India 
Dock Basin‘ (b) and 'Trinity Buoy Wharf‘ (c) in 2019-23 and ‘Living Bridge’ 
(d) in 2024-28 to provide a network of routes to Tower Hamlets.

Benefits
Creating better connections to Canary Wharf will help increase the 
competitiveness of the Royal Docks as both a commercial and residential 
centre. Commercially, it will effectively bring businesses closer to the 
banking, financial and other professional services located in Canary 
Wharf that are close on a linear route, but quite hard to connect to 
without this network of bridges. For residential development and 
communities, it will make the area more attractive to those who work in 
Tower Hamlets. Primary benefits will include overcoming severance and 
delivering journey-time savings.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23,2024-28 £15,000,000 £15,000,000 Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming the Health 
Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies and 
investment in walking and cycling.Source

Project source:  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815; LB Newham Transport workshop 230915. Cost: 
Trinity Buoy Wharf cost of £4.3million in Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014); cost from DIF 
Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. £4.3 million factored up to £15m for 
delivery of 4 bridges.

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(d) 
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW10 Cycle Superhighway 3: upgrades to improve links between the Royal Docks 
and Tower Hamlets

Connected Capital investment 5.62

Description
Cycle Superhighway 3 (CS3) – Barking to East India Dock Road 
CS3 offers signed cycle lanes which are away from the road, from River 
Road in Barking to East India Dock Road in Tower Hamlets before heading 
on to Tower Gateway in the City of London using both off and on-road 
cycle paths. This will improve access between jobs and homes in Newham 
and Tower Hamlets.

Benefits
This will improve access between jobs and homes in Newham and Tower 
Hamlets, which will open up opportunities for businesses and workers in 
both areas in a more sustainable mode of transport. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £5,000,000 £4,300,000 Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming the Health 
Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies and 
investment in walking and cycling.Source

Project source:  Priority raised by client at TfL workshop 090815. Cost based on information from LB Newham and 
TfL http://www.newham.gov.uk/Pages/Services/Cycling-information-and-advice.aspx;
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/cycling/routes-and-maps/cycle-superhighways. Final costs from Client Workshop 3rd 
Deceber 2015 and Arup Capital Projects Costing Exercise.

Royal Docks – wide
Package F2. Pedestrian and cycle links to Isle of Dogs: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW11 Leaway pedestrian and cycle route from the Thames through the Royal Docks 
to QEOP

Connected Capital investment 5.62

Description
Investment in the first phase of the Leaway, providing the segment of route from 
Canning Town riverside to Royal Victoria Dock. Segements at Tweltrees and Cody 
Dock remain unfunded (LDDC). A second phase along North Woolwich Road will be 
examined further. This scheme makes use of local assets and connects the Royal 
Docks to QEOP. This will also enable local accesss to these leisure amenities.

Benefits
Once the Leaway completed, it will create a continuous pedestrian and cycle link 
with the new developments at Stratford and along the River Lea including 
developments in Canning Town. By developing a network of integrated high 
streets and town centres, the links will create a new area in East London at scale, 
rather than a discrete set of new developments. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £3,200,000 £2,350,000 Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming the Health 
Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies and 
investment in walking and cycling.Source

Project source: Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815; Cost estimated from Royal Docks: Local Transport 
Design Guidance (TfL,2015,p. 12). Final cost estimate provided by Client Team Workshop 3rd December 2015, and 
detailed by Murray (16-12-2015).

Royal Docks – wide
Package F1. Leaway: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW12 A13 Boundary Lane bridge Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Enables cycling and pedestrian access across A13 between north and 
south Newham. North and south of the borough are severed by the A13. 
Connectivity to neighbouring boroughs is currently better than within the 
borough.

Benefits
Increased cycling and pedestrian connectivity will open up new routes 
between north and south Newham, which will open up connectivity to 
the new jobs, food and beverage offer and cultural and community 
amenities in the Royal Docks. 

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £2,500,000 £2,500,000 N/A

Source
Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014); Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815; cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. 

Royal Docks – wide
Package C3. Beckton District Park to North Newham: Phase 2 (2029-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW13 Connaught Bridge: cycle connections Permeable Capital investment N/A

Description
Cycle links North-South across the Connaught Bridge to overcome 
severance between the north and south of the borough. 

Benefits
The cycle and pedestrian links will create a figure-of-eight for those 
modes of transport in the Royal Docks, providing much-needed 
connectivity between Royal Victoria and North Woolwch as well as Royal 
Alber and West Silvertown. This will substantially cut down travel times 
for pedestrians and cyclists in the area between these areas and build 
scale for the catchment area of the businesses in each.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2019-23 £90,000 £90,000 N/A

Source
Project source: Consideration raised by client at TfL workshop 090815. Cost taken from item in the Royal Docks 
Transport Implementation Strategy [TfL, 2014].  

Royal Docks – wide
Package C2. Royal Albert West to LCA: Phase 2 (2019-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW14 Package of local connections to support walking, cycling and public realm Permeable Capital investment 5.62

Description
TfL-proposed package of local connections proposed in the Transport 
Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014). 

Benefits
To improve pedestrian and cyclist movement within the Royal Docks on 
eight key routes developed by the client group. Main benefit will be 
overcoming severance within the Royal Docks.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £25,000,000 £25,000,000 Average BCR from compendium of studies based on DfT (2014) Claiming the Health 
Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies and 
investment in walking and cycling.Source

Project source: Royal Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014); Client priority raised at TfL workshop 
090815; cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. FINAL COST: Arup 
Cost Study

Royal Docks – wide
All Packages: Starts Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW15 Royal Docks Streetscape commissioning package Distinctive Commission 0.9-2.7

Description
Budget for commissioning a Royal Docks streetscape study to include 
wayfinding, public realm and frontages, green infrastructure, lighting and 
recreation. Indicative budget for this study is £750,000. 

Benefits
To improve distinctiveness of the Royal Docks and ensure an integrated 
approach to all elements of public realm.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £750,000 £750,000 DCLG, Valuing the Benefits of Regeneration "Environmental:Public Realm" and 
"Environmental: open space"

Source
Arup estimate of budget.

Royal Docks – wide
Commissions: Start Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW16 Royal Docks Streetscape capital delivery budget Distinctive Capital investment 0.9-2.7

Description
Budget for implementing the outputs of the Royal Docks streetscape 
study. This includes major upgrades to and new infrastructure for 
wayfinding, green infrastructure, lighting and recreation. The budget 
includes £3.2m for lighting projects, £6.5m for park upgrades, £500k for 
wayfinding (Legible Royal Docks), £2.5m for recreation (£500k for each 
district), major upgrade for Royal Victoria waterfront and streetscape 
with a budget of £20m. Total budget of £32,700,000.

Benefits
To improve distinctiveness of the Royal Docks and ensure an integrated 
approach to all elements of public realm.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £32,700,000 £32,700,000 DCLG, Valuing the Benefits of Regeneration "Environmental:Public Realm" and 
"Environmental: open space"

Source
Lighting project budget of £3.2m proposed by Newham, £6.5m park upgrades estimated by Arup based on 
benchmarked costs of upgrade costs per hectare, £500k for Legible Royal Docks based on cost of Legible London 
in Westminster and scaling to area of Royal Docks, £2.5m for recreation is based on an indicative budget of £500k 
for each of the 5 districts (cost of adventure playground and adult recreation cluster), and a major upgrade of 
waterfront and streetscape at Royal Victoria estimated at £20m in client workshop.

Royal Docks – wide 
All Packages (excl. F and H): Starts Phase 1 (2016-23)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW17 Implementation of superfast broadband Prosperous Capital investment N/A

Description
Provision of affordable superfast broadband across the Royal Docks and 
public spaces in neighbouring communities (North Woolwich and West 
Silvertown) to incentivise businesses to move to RAD and SQ, and provide 
capacity between and within districts. Within  developments, this will be 
funded by the developer. Note risks on State aid implications. Could also 
be integrated with a "test zone" for NESTA technologies.

Benefits
Helps to support business location within the Royal Docks, increasing the 
competitiveness of the Royal Docks with other major regeneration 
projects both in London and internationally.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18 £6,250,000 £6,250,000 N/A

Source
Based on Royal Docks gigabit (one of four  pillars in London's super-connected city plan with £25m funding in 
total).

Royal Docks – wide
All Packages (excl. F and H): Starts Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR (range)

RDW18 Canning Town DLR station: improvements to the station performance and 
passenger experience 

Connected Capital investment N/A

Description
At Canning Town, a significantly improved, electronic wayfinding system 
and additional platform works between 2015-18. In Phase 2, lift capacity 
will be increased. These improvements are necessary to cater for the 
increase in passenger demand.

Benefits
Canning Town will serve as an important gateway for workers, residents 
and visitors into the Royal Docks. Increasing the lift capacity and 
improving wayfinding and platform improvements will help support safe 
and effective passenger flows. Investments in station experience will help 
to raise perceptions of the area and therefore support inward 
investment.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

2016-18,2019-23 £4,200,000 £4,200,000 N/A

Source
Cost from DIF Investment Strategy 270815 spreadsheet with LBN confirmation 240915. Project source: Royal 
Docks Transport Implementation Strategy (TfL,2014);  Client priority raised at TfL workshop 090815.

Royal Docks – wide
Package F1. Leaway: Phase 1 (2016-18); and 
Package F3. Canning Town to City Island: Phase 1 (2016-18)
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Royal Docks – wide
Delivery resource :All Phases (2016-37)

Project Code Project Primary Objective Nature of project Indicative BCR 
(range)

RDW19 Royal Docks resourcing budget Competitive Delivery resource N/A

Description
Annual budget for resourcing of a range of implementation programmes 
including: arts and culture, marketing, comms, events and PR, community 
and neighbourhoods team, "one-stop-shop" for business, inward 
investment, public realm and frontages, local schools programme.

Benefits
To ensure that there is dedicated delivery resource for the 
implementation of the infrastructure plan.

Phasing Base Case Cost (£) Amount Unfunded (on base cost) BCR Source

All phases £96,250,000 £96,250,000 N/A

Source
Arup estimate of delivery resource for the Royal Docks Infrastructure Plan programme.
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